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Abstract. Communication plays a key role in today's businesses. Reaching a
communication Partner often has become a time consuming task. A multitude
of potential communication channels with individual addresses forces a callee to
guess an appropriate device at the right time. Under these circumstances additional information about a high probability to reach the calling target at a specific
point in time enhances efficiency in communication. The decision when to call
and the choice of the communication channel can be based on these information.
This paper presents a Digital Ca11 Assisiant to determine an optimal time slot to
place a call. The proposed approach combines calendar events and context information. The combination of these two information sources allows the creation of
call plans which provide a list of possible time slots for communication with another user. A trust concept will assure that these sensible data will only be shared
among trusted Peers. Pending call requests and Open call slots are presented to
the user. The proposed planning application is going to form a novel part in our
context-aware communication service framework.

1 Introduction
The current working requirements in cornpanies have lead to a change in the daily
schedule of ernployees. In rnany cases working behavior has becorne nornadic. The
working environment is no longer bound to a specific place and time. Nevertheless,
employees ai-e typically still integrated in the company by means of cornrnunicatioii
over networks.
A variety of electronic appliances supports the demands for this kind of mobility.
This has lead to the observation that an individual usually carnes a rnultitude of electronic helpers, such as cell phones or PDAs. These cornpanion devices are typically
designed for a specific purpose. At each point in time the user has access to a certain set
of cornrnunicating devices. Additionally, the choice of active cornrnunication entities
depends on the user's current context. Context is in this case determined by a superset
of aspects such as location, situation or environment.
Communication is an essential Part of our culture and a requirernent for today's
business rnodels. Thus, cornrnunication rnust be as efficient as possible for all involved

coinrnunication partners. However, the caller often faces the problern of how and when
to optirnally reach the callee. Based on assurnptions about the cornrnunication partners
current context the rnost suited communication type can be chosen. The callee's context
is guessed from typical daily routines and history information.
However, this approach is characterized by a high uncertainty. There is no exact a
priori knowledge of the called pai-ty's current situation, condition or mood. In rnany case
multiple atternpts have to be inade to reach the communication partner at an adequate
point in time. Finding an appropriate mornent will increase the efficiency of the caller
and additionally decrease the possibility of disturbing the cornrnuriication pai-tner.
A typical example is an ongoing meeting which the communication partner B attends. The caller (A), who is not aware of the meeting and its duration, will need to
re-try the call atternpts. A call on the cell phone rnight disturb B if the phone is not
switched off. Sorne telephone systerns provide a call-completion service. A caller can
activate this service. When the callee becornes available again this is signaled to the
requester. However, if A is not available then, B rnight now activate a call-completion.
This would lead to a loop of mutual activated call-cornpletion requests and unsuccessful
call atteinpts.
The Digital Call Assistant proposed in this paper tries to provide a solution to this
reachabiliry problern. Both entities, the caller and the callee, negotiate a point in time
which is promising for a call. The negotiation is done between agents that act on behalf
of the users. The planning algorithm can be parameterized with a number of requirements. Context infosmation is used to react on dynarnic changes in the user's schedules.
Thus, the assistant saves time for both communication partners.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 introduces necessary coricepts and provides definitions. The proposed planning algorithm is shown in Section 3.
The overall systern design of the Digital Call Assistant is covered by Section 4. The
paper is finally concluded with a surnrnary and an outlook.

2

Concept and Components

The approach proposed in this paper relies on the utilization of context information
and calendar events. This section provides the basic concepts and definitions of both
information types in order to establish a cornmon understanding.

2.1 Context
Context foims an irnportant concept in the proposed planning algorithm. Individual
users are surrounded by their context. This is expressed by the very generic definition
that can be found in [I]:
Context: That which surrounds, and gives rneaning to, something else.

Actions of users are perforrned in a specific context. Contexts are often rich objects
like situations and cannot be cornpletely described [2]. McCarthy states that the main
question of whut context is cannot be answered as a result of a unique conclusion [3].
Several definitions exist in the area of Computer science, too. The following definition
adapted frorn [4] has been chosen as notion for context in this paper.

Contexr is any information that can be used to characterize the situation of a
subject and its interaction with optional objects. Objects are persons, places, or
applications that are considered relevant to the subject.

In general applications are considered context-aware if they use context to provide
relevant infosmation andlor services to the User. The relevancy depends on the user's
task [ 5 ] . Main usage scenarios of context in such applications have been identified
in [ 6 ] .These applications automatically adapt their behavior according to discovered
context (using active context), or present the context to the User using reductions of
all possible infosmation andlor store the context for the User for later retrieval (using
passive context).

Context Usage The main prerequisite of a context-aware system is the process of
context sensing. This process Spans several processing steps. The following steps have
been identified: The phases of acquisition, synthesis, dissemination and use. The principle procedure is described in the context cycle shown in Figure I . The Context Cycle
model follows the principle of the Omnibus Model for multi-sensor fusion [ 7 ] .

Fig. 1. The Context Cycle

The automatic acquisition of context infosmation is a prerequisite to appropriately
model real world situations. A common way is the utilization of a multitude of sensors.
Sensors are used to observe the physical world.
Two types of sensors can be distinguished [8]. Physical sensors are hardware components that measure Parameters in the environment; They provide the information on
electronic level, typically as analog output or as digital signals. Logical sensors are
components that provide information that is not directly sensed from the environment
but represents aggregated infosmation about the observed world. Information sources
can be a clock as a sensor that offers time and a server offeiing the cursent exchange
rate. Logical sensors most often supply information as digital signal over a common
interface such as a serial data connection or an HTTP-connection.
Each sensor S can be Seen as a time dependent function that provides the system
with a Set of values which give a description of the context at a specific time. The
function S: t -,X returns a scalar, vector, or a symbolic value (X) [9]. The output of a
single sensor may often not produce sufficient information for the desired puipose. The
concept of sensorfusion describes the combination of sensoiy data or data derived from

serisory data. The assumptions is that the resulting information is in some sense better
than it would be possible when sources were used individually.
The context synthesis process assesses significant features of the context. This process uses the sensor infoi~nationas an input and creates an abstract representation of
the captured situation. The combination of several context values provides a very powerful rnechanism to deterrnine the current situation. Location, entity activity and time
are typical context sources and foim the prirnury context.
Knowledge of the current location and time together with a user's calendar gives
a good estirnation of the user's current social situation. It is preferable that a user's
context is detected automatically. Finally, context information has to be disseminated to
a context consurner which stores or uses the information. Applications use the context
infoimation as an implicit input for e.g. parainetrization of functional blocks.
2.2 Calendar Information
Usage of an electronic calendar is a common procedure that stiuctures daily routines
and reminds of iinportant dates. Employees usually have access to a company-wide
group calendar in addition to a private calendar. Calendar entries are commonly composed of a descriptive text, a start and end time, a categorization and a location (e.g. room
number) information. Enterprise business has become considerably dependent of calendaring and scheduling.
Inter-enteipilse scheduling can be achieved by central group calendars or by inviting einployees to dates. However, the calendanng applications often use proprietary
formats. Sharing information across the Internet thus may raise interoperability problems. The Internet Calendaring (iCal) [I01 approach tries to provide a common format
to exchange information between dissirnilar calendaiing and scheduling applications.
Therefore, it forms an adequate basis for the purposes discussed in this Papel:

3 Approach
In this section the proposed approach to tackle the addressed reachability problem is
shown. The planning algorithm is a first step towards a Digital Call Assistant for communication processes. The solution approach uses User calendar events to determine the
best point in time to call someone. Additionally, context information is used to reflect
the dynamics of user's activities.

3.1 Components
The basic components of the algorithm are explained next. Each user possess a number
of resources, such as communicating devices. The Set of comrnunication devices varies
with the time and the context of the user. A specific type of such a device ( A ) is capable
of establishing a cornrnunication with a certain Set of other device types.

Each user controls two scheduling lists. The call-in plan contains a scliedule of what
resources for communication are available at what time. The complementary call-out
plan compiise the time slots for possible call request with the according communication
resources. The foimat of the list follows the icalendar specification. The core definition
has been extended by additional necessary information.

3.2 Planning Algorithm
The pi-inciple sequence of the planning procedure is shown in Figure 2. The scenario
comprises Context Servers and Calendar applications that are CO-locatedwith the planning applications. The sequence can be divided into the subsequences initialization,
call, planning, upduting and running.

Fig. 2. Sequence of the Planning Algorithm

Initialization phase The users subscribe to the planning application. During the subscription the users announce their comrnunication resources to the application. The
communication resources can be categorized regarding their capabilities. These facilities are taken from a compatibility list that describes what device is able to communicate
with which other device.
The planning application queries an icalendar coinpliant calendar application about
the current calendarentries of the subscribed users. The numberof entries can be limited
by obtaining an arbitrary time horizon, e.g. a time range of 12 hours. Next, the calendar
events are analyzed and a static call-in plan is generated. This plan serves as a coarse
stiucture.

The call-in plan entries are derived from the predefined prefer~ncelist associating
calendar categories such as meeting, travel or lunch with possible available cominunication entities. Each calendar event is augmented with the available communication
channels. Additionally, the free-tiines of the User are also associated with the available
conimunication devices. The entries are supplementary associated with a context. This
association allows the dynamic adaption of the time range of the call plan enti-ies.
The call-in and call-out plans are stored as a directed acyclic graph (DAG). Each
entity E controls a Set of resources R. Each of the resources has a list of time slots
where communication with this resource is possible. These time slots are denoted V,. A
time slot must at least contain its start time t , and end time t„ denoted as V , = (t„,, t „ ) .
In order to support the dynamics of the user's situation and the resulting changes in
their daily schedule context sensing techniques are used. The planning application binds
the calendar events with the according context whenever it is possible. This allows the
application to adapt to the current user's context. To be aware of context changes the
planning application subscribes at the Context Server for the required contexts.

Call phase After the initialization phase the User specifies its call intension. Therefore,
the user provides the planning application the Parameters such as the callee's address,
impoitance of the conversation and the type of communication. A number of communication types have been defined for the proposed solution. These types are used
to classify the comrnunication events. Additionally, the attributes can be used to express the intention of the communication. An event can be auginented by more than
one attribute. These information allow the called party to prepare scheduled calls. The
following attributes are distinguished.
asynchronous Describes communication via e-mail or facsimile.
synchronous Attribute for real-time interactive communication such as phone calls.
uni-directional A one-way exchange of information that do no require any direct feedback, such as calls to answer machines.
bi-directional The transmitted messages is answered by the callee.
informative The content is purely informative. This kind of message is often transmitted in a uni-directional or asynchronous fashion.
urgent The communication request has to be processed with the highest priority.
private Classifies the conversation as private.
public The content of the message is declared as public.
The planning application interacts with a communication instance that initiates the
call on behalf of the user. Such a 3rd paity call control entity could e.g. be a backto-back User agent (B2BUA) in a SIP environment. In case that the communication
request was not successful, e.g. the called party was busy or not available, the planning
application will start its algorithm. The algorithm will try to find a suitable time slot for
the next call attempts.

Planning phase The planning phase is the core of the algorithm. In the first step a
static call-out plan of the calling User is created. This step could also be done in the
initialization phase. The planning application then queries on request the calling target
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utilization of a context sensing infrastructure is an important concept since users are
usually not diligent in updating their calendar entries manually. The context-awareness
of the application allows for the automatic adaption of the scheduled plans.

Running phase The caller has a list of pending call requests. If the planning algorithm
has marked a call requests as promising the user can initiate this call request. If the call
is still unsuccessful the algorithm will be run again. The phases call aiid iipdating are
usually executed multiple times during the use of the application.
3.3 Matching Algorithm

Two algorithms are shown in more detail. The matching algoritlzm (Alg. 1) compares
two nodes v„v; of the graphs representing the call-in and call-out plans. If the two
nodes have an overlapping region, the algorithm will return the maximum overlapping
region. Otherwise an empty Set is retumed.

Algorithm 1 The Matching Algorithm
1 : function M A T C H ( V,V?)
~
2:
strni~~(r,~,,r.~~)
3:
e t rnax(re, , I „ )
4:
if e > s then
5:
return (s,e)
6:
else
7:
return null
8:
end if
9: end function
~

-

Algorithin 2 describes the building of a time slot list, that contains all identified
overlappiiig regions in temporal order. The resource graphs are compared node by node.
A drawback of the algoiithm is the exponential runtime of 0 ( n 2 ) .It occurs since all
entries of the call-in plan have to be matched with all entries in the call-out plan.
However, an exhaustive search is not necessarily required. Each first match of V E R
with V' E R' is saved as a pivot element. The next node of R does not need to examine
all nodes prior to the pivot element. Additionally, no element has to be checked after
a missed matched since the nodes in R are ordered regarding their time. This strategy
significantly decreases the nuinber of operations.

4 The Digital Ca11 Assistant System Design
The planning algoiithm introduced in Section 3 will be part of our context-aware communication infrastructure. The communication platfonn is based on an Open Source IP
Telephony System [I31 using the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [14]. However, the
proposed approach is in no way limited to just SIP as communication protocol. The
overall system design is depicted in Figure 4. It comprises the components Context
Server, Calendar Server, Planning Application and a Communication Server.

Algorithm 2 Building Time-Slot List
-

Require: R and R' as ordered list regarding start time
1 : function M A P P I N G ( RR')
,
2:
i+O
3:
for all V E R do
4:
for all V' E R' do
5:
if I, 2 r e then
6:
next
else if I, 5 1,; then
7:
8:
nexl
9:
else
10:
T[i] M A T C H ( VV, ' )
11:
iti+l
12:
end if
13:
end for
14:
end for
15:
return T
16: end function

-

4.1

The Digital Call Assistant System Setup

SIP Ygnallw

Communlcailai

Fig.4. The Digital Call Assistant System

4.2 Context Provision Infrastructure
The Prototype System uses a Context Server as an integration component and context
source for other context-aware applications. The planning application is a consumer
of the context. The planning algorithm requires the current context to parameteiize or
modify the schedules of the paiticipants. The context server is shown in Figure 5. A
multitude of context information sources transmit their data to the server. The data will
be encoded in an extended Syntax of the Presence Information Data Format (PIDF) [ I 51.
Low-level infonnation sources such as temperature or light sensors are encapsulated
by virtual sensors (VS). The puipose of the these vistual sensors is the provision of
an abstraction to the vendor specific data type and communication. Typical context

inforrnation sources are devices, such as Bluetooth sender, RFAR-Badges or icalendarcompliant applications.

Fig. 5. A Context-aware System Using a Multitude of Context Information Sources

The context Server provides the context information via a Web Service interface.
The planning application can address the requests for context data using the Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP). The client application can use a request/response mechanism to queiy the necessary information. Additionally, a subscribelnotify rnechanism
can be used to be informed when a context change has taken place.

Location Information In order to test the proposed call planning approach context
information needs to be available. Therefore, an indoor Iocation sensing System has
been implernented. Different indoor location sensing Systems have been built, installed
and evaluated to show the feasibility of our approach. The investigated concepts in
our lab Cover location sensing using a Wireless LAN infrastructure, the utilization of
Bluetooth and a location systern with infra-red beacons and radio frequency tags.
A location sensing application based on a IEEE 802.1 1 Wireless LAN infrastructure has been implernented. This approach follows the core ideas of RADAR [16]. The
intended granularity of the systein was the detection of the roorn a User is currently
in. The detection was achieved by cornparing the rneasured signal strength values with
an a-priori prepared signal strength rnap of the flooi: The evaluation [I71 resulted in a
detection rate of approxirnately 85% if three or rnore Access Points (APs) are visible
for the rneasuring device. The rate drops to roughly 60% if only two APs were available. A PDA running Linux and patched drivers for the WLAN cards were used as the
Prototype device.
A sirnilar approach was undertaken using a Bluetooth environrnent [18]. A PDA
with a Bluetooth interface receives the beacons send out by the base stations. The 48 bit
address of each base station provides a tag for identification. The actual location is obtained frorn a lookup-table that holds a couesponding syrnbolic location inforrnation for
every identifier. An advantage of both approaches is that they use cornmodity wireless
network technologies. WLAN and Bluetooth already exist in rnost office-like environments. Device such as PDAs and notebooks are often equipped with Wireless LAN and

Bluetooth interfaces. Therefore, no additional hardware cost for location sensing on the
client side is needed.
4.3

Extending and Using the icalendar Format

The core specification [I01 of the icalendar defines a Set of data fields for shared and
distributed electronic calendaring. A MIME content type was chosen as calendar format. The following calendar components are defined: VEVENT, VTODO, VJOURNAL, VFREEBUSY and VTIMEZONE. For the purposes of the presented Digital Call
Assistant the existing fields are used whenever possible. Where needed the content is
interpreted according to our needs. The MIME content is suitable to be transmitted with
a variety of protocols such as SMTP or HTTP.
The transport protocol of the events is derived from the icalendar Transport-Independent
Interoperability Protocol (iTIP) [19]. The protocol provides basic methods to negotiate
free time slots. However, the negotiatioii does not provide the necessary functionality
needed for the proposed planning algorithm and adaption through context infomation.
The Calendar User Type (CUTYPE) provides a mechanism to specify the type of
calendar User. The parameter can e.g. contain the types ROOM and RESOURCE. These parameters are used to convey information about the location of the User and the available
communication resources. To mark a time slot as fsee or busy the FBTYPE parameter is
used. It allows to Set the time slot to FREE or various BUSY types. Additionally, individual notations can be defined. For interoperability these new iiotions have to be registered
with the IANA. The following listing shows an exemplary data Set for the Digital Call
Assistant.

Listing 1.1. icalendar data used for the Digital Call Assistant
BECIS:YM;\T
üiST&UP:200100 13T2205462
ORCASI;RX:.WLm:mgorrirPkom.tu-drrmsindi. d e
CRFATF1).2004UbI3T21Sh49Z
CID: DrgiialCaIIAssis!n~~t
MST-blODIFIEU:20040613T2204372

%\0(4RY: Y e i i i n g
LOCATIOS:S11061348
u s s : PUBLlC
PRIORITY:1
CATFüORIES:Conlerencc
OiIYIE:RLWüRCI: sip-phone . mobile-phonc
~W=BCSY:2L104061(iTlllY000U20D406I6TIO3OOOZ

üiSiART:200406 16T090000Z
iTlESn:20040616Tl0ll0IlIlZ
iRASSP:<lPAVLF.
W':M.W-\T
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Conclusion

Efficient communication promises savings in time and money. The loop of unsuccessful
calls and unsuccessful call-backs has to be avoided. Knowledge about time slots when
the communication Partner can be optimally reached is the key information for this purpose. The decision when to place the call can be based on this information. In this paper
a Digital Call Assistant has been introduced. The assistant's planning algorithin determines time slots which are appropriate for communication. Call-in and call-out plans
are the basis for the algoi-ithm.These plans are derived from user's electronic calendar

(icalendar). Context information is used to continuously adapt the static schedule to
the user's current situation. The call assistant is Part of our coritext-aware cornmunication service infrastructure. The presented algorithrn is identifying the time slots straight
foiward. Enhancements (e.g. trust concept) to this system are left for further work.
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